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I. Abstract 

 Time-resolved two-photon photoemission (TR-2PPE) experiments were simulated using 

the Optical Bloch Equations (OBE) in a program written in C++. Approximately 1500 TR-2PPE 

experiments were simulated and analyzed. The influence of intermediate state lifetimes (!!!), 

state coherence lifetimes (!!!", !!!", !!!"), and detuning were studied and characterized. Single-

color, two-color, and polarization-dependent experiments were simulated. Increased !!! broadens 

the width of two-pulse correlations. Increased detuning decreases the two-pulse correlation 

signal intensity. The effects of increased !!!" and !!!" were subtle, increasing signal intensity for 

resonant excitations but decreasing signal for off-resonant excitations. Increased !!!" negligibly 

decreased signal intensity. Two-color simulations were surprisingly found to be symmetric about 

zero pulse delay. Data were fit to exponential decay functions to extract intermediate state 

lifetimes, and the reliability of these fits were found to be related primarily to the signal intensity. 
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II. Introduction 

 With the advent of ultrafast laser technologies, allowing for the creation of laser pulses 

with temporal durations on the order of femtoseconds (fs, 10-15 s), it has become possible to 

study the behavior and dynamics of electrons on their natural timescale. Phenomena such as 

charge and heat transfer,[1] as well as interactions between molecules and surfaces,[2] are 

dominated by the excitation and relaxation of electrons and vibrations. The study of excited 

electron dynamics has therefore been of particular interest, as an understanding of these 

dynamics is imperative for the development of semiconductor materials and opto-electronics, as 

well as in the fields of photochemistry, surface science, and condensed matter physics. 

 One of the most powerful techniques to emerge over the past two decades in the study of 

excited electron dynamics has been time-resolved two-photon photoemission spectroscopy (TR-

2PPE).[3] TR-2PPE belongs to a class of techniques know as pump-probe techniques wherein an 

excitation is induced in the system of interest by an initial laser pulse (the pump pulse), followed 

by an additional excitation by a second pulse (the probe pulse).[4] In TR-2PPE, the pump pulse 

with energy ℏ!! and a temporal pulse width defined by the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM1) excites electrons from an initial state 1  below the Fermi level to an intermediate 

state 2  that exists between the Fermi level and the vacuum level. Then, after a time delay δ, the 

probe pulse with energy ℏ!! and FWHM2 excites electrons from 2  to a final state 3  above 

the vacuum level, resulting in photoemitted electrons that are collected and analyzed.[5] By 

convention, positive time delays (! > 0) indicate that the pump pulse arrives at the sample 

before the probe pulse and their order is reversed for negative time delays. Pump pulses typically 

have intensities that are much larger (often by a factor of 100) than the probe pulses, in order to 

avoid significantly altering the dynamics of the excited system[6].  
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Figure 1 [7] - Energy level diagram showing excitation (a) via an initial unoccupied state state, 
and (b) from initial occupied state.   
 

 
 
 During the course of an individual two-pulse event, there are several processes that occur 

in such a three-level system, induced when the system is perturbed by the external field provided 

by the two pulses. These events have measureable lifetimes and dynamics that can be used to 

understand elastic and inelastic scattering events.  

After an electron is excited into 2 , inelastic scattering causes energy relaxation and the 

population of 2  decays and returns to 1 . The lifetime of this energy relaxation is referred to as 

!!!. A second process, inherent to any coherently driven system, occurs when the field induces a 

phase coherence and coupling between two states. These coherences eventually decay into 

population in either of the participant states. The phase relaxation lifetime for the coherence 

between two states n and m is denoted !!!", and is referred to as either decoherence or dephasing. 

Dephasing occurs through a combination of two processes: pure dephasing (!!∗), which occurs 

through elastic scattering, and population decay !!!, which contributes to dephasing as the phase 
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of both states is inherently related to their population.[8] The total dephasing !! is then given by 

!
!!
= !

!!!
+ !

!!∗
. 

 
Figure 2 – Energy level diagram of a three-level system in a TR-2PPE experiment illustrating 
the decay constants of interest in excited electron dynamics. T1 is the lifetime of the excited 
electron in 2 , and referred to as !!! elsewhere in the thesis. !!!" and !!!" are the phase relaxation 
times representing the lifetime of coherences between two states. !!!" is not included in this 
diagram as it pertains to direct transitions from 1  to 3 , which were not studied. 

 Measuring the photoemission current as a function of energy or momentum provides the 

two-photon photoemission (2PPE) spectra, while measuring the photoemission current at a fixed 

energy as a function of the pulse delay δ gives the two-pulse correlation measurements that 

provide information about excited electron dynamics in TR-2PPE. Additionally, performing 

angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy experiments (ARPES) provides information about 

both the energy and momentum of electrons, which allows for detailed studies of band structure. 

[9]  
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In many experiments, the pump and probe pulse are nearly identical, having the same 

energies and FWHM, and these are known as monochromatic experiments. Because the pulse 

energy determines what portions of the band structure of a material is probed, it is 

experimentally advantageous to perform bichromatic experiments, which allow access to 

intermediate states in a wider range of energies. This is significant because states of interest 

typically exist at energies just below EVac rather than between EFermi and EVac. 

 
Figure 3 – Energy level diagram illustrating the different energy regions accessible through 
monochromatic and bichromatic excitation. 

In Figure 2, the energy of the pulses are shown to be equal to the energy of the transitions 

they are exciting. When these energies are matched the excitation is said to be resonant. In an 

actual experiment, however, excitations are very rarely perfectly resonant, and there is usually 

some degree of off-resonance, called detuning. As the detuning between a laser pulse and the 

transition increases, the efficiency of the excitation decreases. It is possible to conduct 
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experiments at large detuning as long as the sum energy of the pump and probe pulses is 

sufficient to excite an electron above the vacuum level.[6] The photoemitted current may 

however be significantly reduced. 

Because TR-2PPE is a two-pulse correlation experiment, the measured data is influenced 

by interactions between the pulses. If the pump and probe pulse are allowed to coherently 

interfere with each other, the measured photoemission current will contain oscillations at the 

excitation frequency and its second harmonic due to constructive and deconstructive 

interference.[1]  

 
Figure 4 – Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a two-pulse correlation measurement. Oscillations in 
the data occur at frequencies of 0.75 and 1.50 corresponding to the first and second harmonic of 
the excitation frequency. 
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If the coherence between the two pulses is destroyed, the measured photoemission current will 

depend on the overlap of the phase average of the two pulse envelopes. Removing the coherence 

can be advantageous if the phase of the pulses are not well defined or if the pulses are heavily 

chirped. 

 
Figure 5 – Examples of data output from a TR-2PPE experiment where the pulses are allowed to 
interfere coherently. The photoemission current as a function of the delay between the two pulses, 
δ, is collected at a fixed energy and normalized. (a) and (b) are the results of simulations of an 
experiment using two pulses with 15 fs FWHM each where !! = !!. The state energies and 
lifetimes were the same between the two systems except for the values listed above the x-axis. 
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Figure 6 – Overlay of the phase-averaged signal from the same experiment as shown in Figure 4, 
illustrating the difference between signal collected in interferometric and non-interferometric 
TR-2PPE. The black and red lines correspond to (a) and (b) in Figure 4.  

While performing an interferometric TR-2PPE experiment is more difficult in practice, 

achieving phase-resolution provides additional information about the system that can be essential 

to distinguish between the different dephasing processes in the system. From a phase-resolved 

two-pulse correlation, it is possible to decompose the signal into two envelopes corresponding to 

the first and second harmonic frequencies,[1] as opposed to the phase-averaged signal obtained 

when the pulses do not interfere coherently. The first harmonic signal is influenced primarily by 

!!!" and !!!", whereas the second harmonic signal is influenced primarily by !!!". Extracting 

information about both the population and phase decay from Figure 6 would be extremely 
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difficult, while in an interferometric experiment, phase information can be accessed by 

examining the envelope of the first harmonic. 

An additional experimental parameter related to interference between the pulses is the 

polarization. When passed through a polarizing filter, specific orientations of the oscillating 

electric field are isolated. When polarized light impinges on a surface, there are two relevant 

orientations. p-polarized light oscillates in the plane of incidence with the surface, while s-

polarized oscillates perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 

 
Figure 7 [10] – Diagram illustrating the orientation of s- and p-polarized light impinging on a 
reflective surface.  

When inducing excitations at surfaces, these polarizations are relevant as electronic 

transitions often have polarization-dependent selection rules. If, for example, the initial or 

intermediate states have σ point group symmetry, as is the case e.g. for image potential 

states,[11] their transition dipoles are oriented perpendicular to the surface, and therefore 

transitions may only be induced by p-polarized light.[12] The polarization is also important 

experimentally, as pulses must have the same polarization to coherently interfere. 

There are multiple approaches to extracting information from two-pulse correlations. For 

example, it is possible to extract lifetimes by linewidth analysis: assuming that the two-pulse 
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correlation has a Lorentzian lineshape, the full width at half max (FWHM) of the Lorentzian is 

related via a Fourier-relationship to the lifetime by FWHM = ! ℏ!!!.[13] The principal issue in such 

an analysis is that this requires homogenously broadened lines, which is rarely the case in real 

experiments at surfaces or in solids. Better estimates of lifetime decay and dephasing can be 

accomplished by fitting with more accurate kinetic schemes or by deconvolution of the signal 

into its components. Alternatively, information can be extracted by comparing data to 

simulations of TR-2PPE experiments using the Optical Bloch Equations (OBE), which describe 

the time-evolution of a system in response to an external perturbation. 

 The photoemission current as a function of δ is simulated by calculating the population in 

3  that results from perturbation by the electric field of the pump and probe pulses ! ! =

!! ! cos !!! + !! ! − ! cos !! ! − ! , where !! !  and !! !  represent the electric field 

vectors of the pump and probe pulse envelopes, respectively, and ! is the delay between the two 

pulses. In the OBE model, the three-level system is cast as a density matrix ! defined by its 

elements !!" = ! ! : 

! =
!!! !!" !!"
!!" !!! !!"
!!" !!" !!!

 

Density matrices are a convenient methodology for describing mixed states.[14] Each of the 

diagonal elements of ! gives the probability that the system is in state !  (decaying with !!!), 

and the trace of ! is normalized to 1.The off diagonal elements of ! describe the optically 

induced coherence between states !  and !  (decaying with !!!").  
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 The equations of motion for this density matrix are given by the Liouville-von Neumann 

equation:[15] 

!
!" ! =

−!
ℏ !,! + !

!" !!"## 

Here, !!" !!"## is the state population decay due to a variety of processes leading to energy and 

phase loss. Using the dipole approximation, the elements of the Hamiltonian are proportional to 

the strength of the electric field, i.e. !!" = ! ! ⋅ !!" for ! ≠ !, and !!! = !!, where !!" is 

the transition dipole moment of the corresponding transition, and the energy !! = ℏ!! is 

defined by !! ! = !! !  (not to be confused with the electric field vector, ! ! ). As a 

simplification, an additional value is defined !!" ! = !
ℏ !!" ⋅ ! ! , which describes the strength 

of the optical transition between states !  and ! . This term !!" !  contains the polarization 

dependence of the model. 

 When the Liouville-von Neumann equation is solved in the case of a pure three-level 

system, a set of nine coupled differential equations is obtained,[16] which are the OBE: 

1 !
!" !!! = −!!!" ⋅ !!" − !!" + !

!" !!!
!"##  

2 ! !!" !!! = −! !!" ⋅ !!" − !!" + !!" ⋅ !!" − !!" + !
!" !!!

!"##  

3 !
!" !!! = −!!!" ⋅ !!" − !!" + !

!" !!!
!"##  

4 !
!" !!" = −! !!" ⋅ !!" − !!" ⋅ !!" + ! !! − !! ⋅ !!" + !

!" !!"
!"##  

5 !
!" !!" = −! !!" ⋅ !!! − !!! − !!" ⋅ !!" + ! !! − !! ⋅ !!" + !

!" !!"
!"##  
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6 !
!" !!" = −! !!" ⋅ !!! − !!! + !!" ⋅ !!" + ! !! − !! ⋅ !!" + !

!" !!"
!"##  

7− 9 !
!" !!" = !

!" !!"
∗ , for ! ≠ ! 

These equations must be solved numerically for the population in the final state as a function of 

the delay between the pump and probe pulses, !!! ! . 

 Simulating TR-2PPE experiments using the OBE provide a valuable framework for 

analyzing experimental results. Comparing data to the results of simulations with internal 

parameters that are known exactly is a more direct and precise route to extracting information 

than estimating parameters through a fitting scheme. Additionally, by using OBE simulations it 

becomes feasible to extract detailed phase information form non-interferometric experiments, 

whereas if data is analyzed by fitting, this is only possible in an interferometric phase-resolved 

experiment.  

While simulations can be extremely useful when applied to extracting information, the 

ability to simulate this system offers an opportunity to characterize the influence of each 

parameter on the experimental output. In addition to phase and energy relaxation times, a range 

of additional experimental parameters can be varied in simulations, including the characteristics 

of each pulse such as energy, FWHM, intensity, and polarization, as well as the internal system 

parameters such as the energy of the intermediate state. By exploring the influence of each 

experimental parameter independently and in conjunction with others, it is possible to 

characterize the complex processes occurring in TR-2PPE and build a predictive intuition of this 

sophisticated experimental technique. 
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III. Methods 

 TR-2PPE experiments were simulated using a program written in C++ that numerically 

evaluates the OBE using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4). The program takes as 

input a total of 20 variables: the wavelength, FWHM, electric field amplitude, and polarization 

of each pulse, !!!,!!!,!!!",!!!",!!!", the energy of the intermediate and final energy states, the 

transition dipole of each possible electronic transition, the sampling frequency, and the range of 

pulse delays to be simulated. The source code for this program, instructions for running it, and an 

example input file are included in the appendix.  

 The program was written, compiled, and run using the Xcode IDE on a 2010 MacBook 

Pro running OS X with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 8 GB 1067 MHz DDR3 

memory. After the program was tested for stability and debugged, simulations were performed 

using sets of parameters selected to study the influence of individual variables independently at 

first, though parameters were varied collectively once they were understood independently. Over 

the course of the study, approximately 1500 simulations were performed and analyzed. Typical 

simulations required between 30-120 minutes to complete.  

 The population density in the final state 3  is calculated as a function of pulse delay 

(!!! ! ) and normalized such that !!! 0 = 1. Data were visualized and analyzed using a 

student license of Origin 9.1. Except in the case of polarization-dependent simulations, all 

simulations treated the system interferometrically, yielding phase-resolved two-pulse 

correlations. Non-phase-resolved data were desired, as they illustrate broad trends better than 

phase-resolved data, and the phase-resolution was removed by applying a low-pass FFT filter to 

remove the first and second harmonic envelopes (cut-off frequency 0.7 Hz for the simulations 
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shown in Figures 4-6). To attempt to extract intermediate state lifetimes from simulated data, the 

FFT-filtered output was fit to an exponential function. 
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IV. Results 

Varying !!! 

 !!! was the first parameter investigated as a method of evaluating the stability of the 

simulation program. Monochromatic experiments with identical pump and probe pulses were 

simulated for a system with very fast dephasing (1 fs) and zero detuning while !!! was increased. 

At larger values of !!! the exponential profile of the signal in the wings is broadened. 

 
Figure 8 – Simulations of a monochromatic experiment exploring the effects of increasing !!! in 
a system with very fast dephasing (1 fs) and zero detuning. Increasing !!! results in broadened 
two-pulse correlations as expected. The two-pulse correlation corresponding to !!! =1 fs is 
essentially an autocorrelation of the pulse. The two-pulse correlations can be thought of as 
consisting of two pieces. A cross correlation of the two pulses (an autocorrelation in the case of a 
monochromatic experiment with identical pulses) which occurs due to temporal overlap of the 
pulses allowing for essentially direct excitation from state 1  to 3 . The shape and intensity of 
this portion remains constant even when decay lifetimes are changed. The second portion exists 
at pulse delays larger than the width of the pulses, referred to as the “wings”. Because the pulses 
no longer overlap, excitation can only occur through a two-step mechanism and the dynamics of 
the system can be obtained. 
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Simple Exponential Fitting of !!! 

 Data from the simulations above were fit to an exponential function ! = !!!!/!! + !! 

using an analysis function in Origin. The calculated values of !! were related to the measured 

lifetimes by !!! = − !
!!

. For the simulation parameters described above, the TR-2PPE signal is 

dominated by !!! and it can be fit reliably to an exponential function. 

 
Figure 9 – Exponential fits to extract known values of !!! from simulations of monochromatic 
experiments with very fast dephasing and zero detuning. For the simulation where !!! was set to 
50 fs, the calculated value of !! from the exponential fitting function corresponds to a measured 
value of !!! = 50.025 fs. For the simulation where !!! was set to 100 fs, the calculated value of 
!! from the exponential fitting function corresponds to a measured value of !!! = 100.40 fs. 
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Increased Detuning 

 Monochromatic experiments with identical pump and probe pulses were simulated for a 

system with very fast dephasing (1 fs) and !!! = 50 fs while the detuning was increased. The 

energy of 2  was increased in increments of 0.1 eV while the energy of 3  remained fixed, 

causing both 3.1 eV pulses to be equally detuned from the transition they are exciting. Values of 

!!! were extracted by fitting the two-pulse correlations to exponential decay functions. Large 

detuning suppresses the exponentially decaying signal in the wings, reducing reliability of the fit. 

 
Figure 10 – Two-pulse correlations with increased detuning. The pump and probe pulses each 
had fixed energies of 3.1 eV. The energy of 3  was fixed at 6.2 eV while the energy of 2  was 
increased by the reported detuning, i.e. a detuning of 0.4 eV corresponds to 2  having an energy 
of 3.5 eV. At fixed pulse energies, both pulses are equally detuned. Increased detuning results in 
large decreases of the signal in the wings, while the signal from pulse overlap remains 
unchanged as expected. As the detuning is increased, the values of !!! extracted via exponential 
fitting increasingly diverge from the known true lifetime.  
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Scans of Individual Dephasing Times at Varied Detuning 

 Monochromatic experiments with identical pump and probe pulses were simulated for a 

system with fixed !!! = 50 fs. The FWHM of the pulses was set to 5 fs in order to decrease the 

range of pulse delays needed and lower the length of time required to perform each simulation.  

 The effect of increasing individual dephasing times (e.g. !!!" varied while !!!" = !!!" 

fixed at 1 fs) was investigated at three representative values of detuning: low, moderate, and high. 

Numerical values of the representative detunings were selected after examining Figure 10. 0.0 

eV was chosen for low detuning. The two-pulse correlation in Figure 10 corresponding to 0.7 eV 

is the highest detuning with discernible signal in the wings, and it was chosen for moderate 

detuning. At 1.4 eV, the value selected for high detuning, there is no discernible signal in the 

wings of Figure 10 and the extracted lifetime deviates significantly from the true value.  

 Lifetimes were extracted for every individual simulation by fitting the two-pulse 

correlations to exponential decay functions over three different ranges of pulse delays. By fitting 

the data over three ranges of pulse delays, it was possible to see what regions of pulse delays 

were causing instabilities in the lifetime extraction. 

 The scans of individual dephasing times at varied detunings were also simulated and 

analyzed for identical systems but with !!! = 100 fs rather than 50 fs. The !!! = 100 fs data 

yield the same results as in the !!! = 50 case, and therefore only the results of the !!! = 50 fs 

simulations are presented in order to avoid redundancies. 
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Increased !!!" 

 !!!" was scanned between values of 10 – 200 fs in increments of 10 fs at low, moderate, 

and high detunings. Lifetimes were extracted for each value of !!!" by fitting the two-pulse 

correlations to exponential decay functions over three different ranges of pulse delays. The two-

pulse correlations simulated at each dephasing are overlaid, and plots are zoomed to highlight the 

rather subtle effects of increasing !!!". At low detuning, increased !!!" increases exponential 

signal in the wings, while at moderate and high detuning, increased !!!" decreases exponential 

signal in the wings. The fit range is seen to be very important as extracted !!! lifetimes diverge 

extensively at moderate and high detuning. 
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Figure 11 - Left Column: Scans of !!!" at low, moderate, and high detuning. Right Column: 
Lifetimes extracted from two-pulse correlations. 
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Increased !!!" 

 !!!" was scanned between values of 10 – 200 fs in increments of 10 fs at low, moderate, 

and high detuning. Lifetimes were extracted for each value of !!!" by fitting the two-pulse 

correlations to exponential decay functions over three different ranges of pulse delays. The two-

pulse correlations simulated at each dephasing are overlaid, and plots are zoomed to highlight the 

rather subtle effects of increasing !!!". Increased !!!" has a nearly negligible effect on the signal, 

slightly decreasing the exponential signal in the wings for all detunings. The overlaid plots 

converge by !!!" = 30 fs. Increased !!!" does not have a noticeable effect on the reliability of 

exponential fits, as the extracted values of !!! remain constant except at high detuning, where the 

inability to fit the data can be attributed to the detuning. 
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Figure 12 – Left Column: Scans of !!!" at low, moderate, and high detuning. Right Column: 
Lifetimes extracted from two-pulse correlations. 
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Increased !!!" 

 !!!" was scanned between values of 10 – 200 fs in increments of 10 fs at low, moderate, 

and high detunings. Lifetimes were extracted for each value of !!!" by fitting the two-pulse 

correlations to exponential decay functions over three different ranges of pulse delays. The two-

pulse correlations simulated at each dephasing are overlaid, and plots are zoomed to highlight the 

rather subtle effects of increasing !!!". At low detuning, increased !!!" increases exponential 

signal in the wings, while at moderate and high detuning, increased !!!" decreases exponential 

signal in the wings. This is the same trend observed with !!!", but this differs from the trend 

observed with !!!". The influence of !!!" on the ability to extract !!! lifetimes from exponential 

fits is the same as for !!!". 
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Figure 13 – Left Column: Scan of !!!" at low, moderate, and high detuning. Right Column: 
Lifetimes extracted from two-pulse correlations. 
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Multiple Dephasing Times with Varied Detuning 

 Monochromatic experiments with identical pump and probe pulses (FWHM = 5 fs) were 

simulated for a system with fixed !!! = 50 fs. The effect of increasing individual dephasing 

times while another remains fixed at a larger value (e.g. !!!" varied while !!!" = 50 fs, !!!" = 1 

fs) was investigated at 0.0, 0.35, and 0.7 eV detunings. 
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Fixed !!!", Varied !!!" 

 !!!" was scanned between values of 1 – 5 fs in increments of 1 fs while !!!" and !!!" 

remained fixed ( !!!" = 1 fs, !!!" = 50 fs). These simulations were repeated at detunings of 0.0, 

0.35, and 0.7 eV. 

 

 
Figure 14 –Scan of !!!" while !!!" and !!!" remained fixed (!!!" = 1 fs, !!!" = 50 fs). Top Left: 
0.0 eV detuning. Top Right: 0.35 eV detuning. Bottom: 0.7 eV detuning. 
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Fixed !!!", Varied !!!" 

 !!!" was scanned between values of 1 – 5 fs in increments of 1 fs while !!!" and !!!" 

remained fixed at !!!" = 1 fs, !!!" = 50 fs. The simulations were repeated at at detunings of 0.0, 

0.35, and 0.7 eV. 

 

 
Figure 15 – Scan of !!!" while !!!" and !!!" remained fixed (!!!" = 1 fs, !!!" = 50 fs). Top Left: 
0.0 eV detuning. Top Right: 0.35 eV detuning. Bottom: 0.7 eV detuning. 
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FWHM pulse of 266 nm light (4.661 eV), while the probe was a 25 fs FWHM pulse of 800 nm 

light (1.55 eV) with an intensity 100 times smaller than the intensity of the pump pulse. These 

energies are a realistic excitation scheme, as they correspond to the fundamental output and third 

harmonic of a Ti:sapphire laser. This bichromatic experiment was simulated for four 

intermediate state lifetimes, !!! = 80, 120, 160, and 200 fs. At each !!!, the energy of the 

intermediate state was scanned to examine the effect of detuning on bichromatic experiments. 

The results from bichromatic experiments were similar to the results from monochromatic 

experiments, and surprisingly the two-pulse correlations are seen to be symmetric about ! = 0. 

 

 
Figure 16 –Scan of intermediate state energies for a bichromatic experiment of a system with 
very fast dephasing and an intermediate state lifetime !!! = 80 fs.  
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Polarization Dependent Experiments 

 A monochromatic experiment with non-identical pump and probe pulses was simulated 

for a system with fixed dephasing times !!!" = !!!" = !!!" = 1 fs, an intermediate state lifetime 

!!! = 50 fs, and evenly spaced excited states 2  at 3.1 eV and 3  at 6.2 eV. The system was 

also modeled to contain polarization dependent transition dipoles !!". !!" is normal to the 

surface of the material (accessible by p-polarized light), and !!" lies in the plane of the surface 

(accessible by s-polarized light). The pump and probe pulses consisted of 10 fs FWHM 400 nm 

light. The pump pulse was s-polarized, while the probe pulse was p-polarized. Two-pulse 

correlations are seen to be asymmetric about ! = 0 as expected. Note that the data shown in 

Figure 21 did not need to be filtered, as the signal does not contain the first or second harmonics. 

 
Figure 17 - Two-pulse correlation from a polarization dependent simulation. The data did not 
need to be filtered as the pump and probe pulses had opposite polarizations and could not 
coherently interfere. The signal is asymmetric about the delay of 0 as the pulses must arrive in 
the correct order. Signal is measured at negative delays rather than positive because the probe 
pulse was able to induce the 1 → 2  transition but not the 2 → 3  transition. 
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V. Discussion 

Development of the Simulation Program 

  Simulations of TR-2PPE experiments in LabMonti began as the project of another 

student, Rebecca Veach, using a C++ program provided by Martin Wiesendanger which 

simulated TR-2PPE experiments with identical pump and probe pulses. These initial simulations 

were fundamental for the work presented here, as Rebecca established the methods for removing 

coherent oscillations by FFT filtering and extracting !!! using exponential fits, both of which 

were used ubiquitously for data analysis in this study, yet were surprisingly difficult during the 

inception of the project. These initial simulations provided valuable groundwork, however the 

simulation program had several disadvantages: it was slow to run, could only produce one 

simulation each time it was run, was limited to experiments with identical pulses, and the electric 

field of the pulses was included in a somewhat clumsy manner where a text file was generated 

using Microsoft Excel and read in using <fstream>. While the main motivation for writing an 

entirely new C++ program was to include capabilities to simulate two-color experiments and 

polarization-dependent experiments, the motivations quickly grew to include improvements to 

the efficiency and throughput of the program. 

 The initial two-color program was written and debugged over the course of several weeks. 

C++ was chosen due to general familiarity of the group with C, and the original single-color 

program could then be used as a guide. C++ was also advantageous due to its vector class, which 

are arrays that can change in size. The largest problem encountered during the debugging process 

was that the baseline signal would decay to negative values at large pulse delays at the edge of 

the range simulated. This was eventually discovered to be caused by the pulse delay being 
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defined between the peaks of the pulse envelopes, and at pulse delays near the edge of the range 

simulated the pulses were cut off, effectively lowering the total energy supplied to the system at 

that delay point and causing a decrease in the baseline signal. Through the long-term use of this 

program, no other significant bugs have been found.  

 The program initially only expanded upon the previous programs simulation parameters 

to allow for simulations of two-color experiments, but it gradually grew to allow for multiple 

simulations to be produced without repetitive input from the user, which was easily 

accomplished by utilizing the vector class in C++. Without this capability for multiple 

simulations, the scans of dephasing times in Figures 11-25 would not have been possible. Most 

recently, the capabilities of the program were expanded to include polarization-dependent 

experiments, although there is only a small amount of information that can be gained towards an 

intuitive understanding of TR-2PPE processes. Hence, very few simulations of this type were 

performed. Additionally, the polarization-dependent simulations are much more computationally 

expensive than two-color simulations, as they require an additional function to be evaluated for 

each component of the density matrix for every timestep. The polarization-dependent program 

was therefore compiled as a separate executable to be used when needed. 

Simulations of Internal System Parameters 

 When first encountered, the dynamics described by the Optical Bloch Equations appear 

impenetrable, and even with a detailed understanding of their behavior it is difficult to interpret 

the set of coupled differential equations. Furthermore, the physical properties being described, 

such as coherence, can be difficult to grasp conceptually and their influence on the signal 

measured in TR-2PPE experiments are often counterintuitive. The results of this work will 
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certainly be useful as the capability for simulations provide a powerful tool in analyzing TR-

2PPE data; however, what is perhaps an even more useful outcome is that the analyzed 

simulations presented here help build a theoretical understanding and intuition of the system’s 

dynamics, and of excited electron dynamics in general. 

 The simulations of increased !!! illustrate effect of the intermediate state lifetime on the 

signal measured in TR-2PPE, which is the most intuitive of the parameters studied. As shown in 

Figure 8, longer intermediate state lifetimes broaden the shape of the two-pulse correlations, as 

there are larger populations in 2  that can be excited to 3  at large pulse delays. At very low 

dephasing times and detuning, !!! could be reliably extracted by fitting the wings of the signal to 

exponential decay functions.  

 The more complicated dynamics of this system begin to emerge in the simulations of 

increased detuning. At increased detuning, the signal measured in the wings of the two-pulse 

correlations are decreased; this trend is shown quite clearly in Figure 10. As the detuning 

increases and the signal decreases, the values of !!! extracted using exponential fits increasingly 

diverge from the true value. These simulations unequivocally demonstrate one of the most 

remarkable behaviors of this system: it is possible to induce off-resonant transitions between 

states. While the system of states is perturbed by the coherently oscillating electric field of the 

pulse, states 1 , 2 , and 3  are no longer steady states due to the ac-Stark effect, and they are 

said to be coupled by the applied field.[17] Populations then oscillate between the states at a 

frequency called the Rabi frequency, which is dependent on the strength of the electric field (the 

coupling strength) and the detuning. At large detunings, these oscillations occur more quickly 

but with lower amplitude. These off-resonantly driven transitions are clearly of significance in 

TR-2PPE, as evidenced by the two-pulse correlation at 1.2 eV detuning in Figure 10, where a 
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pulse energy of 3.1 eV is able to excite electrons to a state at 4.3 eV. Despite this significant 

energy difference, the excitation occurs with high enough efficiency that the intermediate 

lifetime could be fit within 6.1% of its true value.  

 The scans of dephasing times were by far the most extensive undertaking in this study, 

both in terms of simulations and analysis. The influence of dephasing times on the output signal 

is subtle, having the smallest effect out of the parameters studied. Performing these broad scans 

were necessary to characterize the influence of dephasing and determine whether its influence 

remains consistent as other parameters were changed. Indeed, the influence of !!!" (Figure 12) 

was seen to vary drastically from the influences of !!!" and !!!" (Figures 11 and 13). Increased 

!!!" resulted in slightly decreased exponential signal in the wings for all detunings, but did not 

reduce the reliability of exponential fits except at high detunings. This is not suprising, as the 

OBE shown in the introduction and used in the program do not include 1 → 3  transitions, and 

therefore the coherence between these states should not significantly influence the measured 

signal. Because 1 → 2  and 2 → 3  transitions were included in OBE (TR-2PPE would not 

be possible without them), increased !!!" and !!!" had more significant effects. At zero detuning, 

increased !!!" and !!!" (top left, Figures 11 and 13) resulted in a small increase in the signal that 

did not elicit any changes in the fitting. At nonzero detunings this trend was reversed, increased 

!!!" and !!!" resulting in significantly decreased signal and unreliable fits. This implies that for 

resonant transitions coherence assists in population transfer, while for off-resonant transitions the 

coherences decay into populations, and longer coherence times reduce signal. The trends 

observed were identical for increased !!!" and !!!", which was expected because both transitions 

were equally detuned and therefore should occur with equal probability. If the two transitions 
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had different detunings, the dephasing of the less detuned transition would likely have a larger 

influence on the observed signal. 

 The data from the scans of dephasing were analyzed using exponential fits to extract 

intermediate state lifetimes, and increased !!!" and !!!" were seen to reduce the reliability of 

exponential fits (right column, Figure 11 and 13), while !!!" did not have an effect (right column, 

Figure 12). This trend is likely not due explicitly to dephasing, but rather due to the decreased 

signal making it more difficult to accurately fit the data. The range of data used to fit to an 

exponential function was clearly important, and it is suggested that data ranges be selected based 

on how well they conform to fits, rather than selecting the range a priori. 

 When varied independently, the change in signal as a function of dephasing appeared to 

follow a rate law similar to first order reaction kinetics. Each successive increase of !!!" and !!!" 

resulted in a smaller change in the two-pulse correlation signal with the overlaid plots eventually 

converging. This was observed for both the increase in signal with dephasing in the case of 0.0 

eV detuning (top left, Figures 11 and 13), and the decrease in signal with dephasing in the 0.35 

eV and 0.7 eV cases (middle left and bottom left, respectively, Figures 11 and 13). When the 

dephasing times were varied together (!!!" or !!!" set to 50 fs while the other varied from 1-5 fs) 

the trends seen were the same (Figures 14 and 15). However the change in signal as a function of 

the dephasing was much more rapid, and the signal reached its asymptotic limit before the 

shorter of the two had reached 10 fs. It is not clear from the data in Figures 14 and 15 whether 

these changes follow a similar rate law as when dephasing times are varied independently, and 

without this it is difficult to provide a satisfactory explanation as to why multiple dephasing 

times induce such a rapid change. 
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Simulations of Experimental Parameters 

 Simulating two-color experiments was the principal motivation for creating this program, 

as two-color experiments offer many advantages over single-color experiments such as access to 

different energies of the band structure and the ability to tune the properties of the pulses 

independently. The results of simulations of these experiments, as shown in Figure 16, were 

initially very surprising, as the two-pulse correlations were expected to be asymmetric about 

! = 0. At negative delays, where the 800 nm pulse arrived first, the pulse is detuned from the 

transition by over 3 eV. Although the simulations of varied detuning in Figure 10 have clearly 

established that it is possible for excitation to occur, it was expected that the signal would be 

greatly suppressed. However, when the program was confirmed to be functioning properly, it 

was concluded that two-pulse correlations from two-color experiments must be symmetric about 

! = 0 and observed changes in signal strength occur only due to detuning. This was a truly 

counterintuitive result, however it was further confirmed by consulting several literature 

sources,[18][19][20] which report TR-2PPE measurements symmetric about ! = 0. In an 

experiment probing an actual material rather than the model three-level system used in these 

simulations, there will likely be asymmetry due to different excitation processes (i.e. 1 →

3 → 4  at positive delays and 1 → 2 → 4  at negative delays). This could be advantageous 

as it allows for two processes to be monitored in the same experiment. 

 In contrast to the two-color simulations, polarization-dependent simulations produced 

results as expected. When the polarization of the pulse does not match the transition dipole, the 

results from a polarization-dependent experiment must be asymmetric from evaluation of 
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!!" ! = !
ℏ !!" ⋅ ! ! . Figure 17 shows the asymmetric two-pulse correlation from an 

experiment with polarization-dependent transitions probed by s- and p- polarized light. These 

results demonstrate the capability for simulating polarization-dependent experiments, and it is 

unlikely that any further insightful information can be gained from these simulations of purely s- 

and p- polarized pulses, as the interesting dynamics of the system are dependent primarily on the 

other parameters. 

 

Future Directions 

 Currently, the capability for performing TR-2PPE is being developed in LabMonti, and 

experiments will be underway soon. This program was developed for use as a tool for extracting 

relevant dynamical information from TR-2PPE experiments, and these simulations will be used 

for that purpose once experimental data is obtained. In addition, there are a number of possible 

future directions using and modifying the program that may be theoretically interesting and 

practical. 

 The University of Arizona provides High Performance Computing (HPC) services 

through the University Information Technology Services. Packaging the program for use on HPC 

servers would be a practical next step if further extensive simulations were to be performed. In 

addition to offering increased computational power, running the simulations on a remote server 

is preferred, as it eliminates concerns of overheating personal or lab computers, and reduces the 

risk that the simulations may be interrupted accidentally. 
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 An additional improvement to the program would be expanding the polarization 

calculations. Currently, pulse and surface polarizations are limited to binary values of 0 or 1, 

which correspond to either s- or p- polarization. As previously discussed, the results from these 

experiments are similar and do not provide a range of possibilities for study. The representation 

of polarizations and transition dipoles could be expanded to a fully two-dimensional vector, 

which could allow for a broader range of simulation parameters that may better reflect real 

experiments. 

 Beyond improvements to the simulations, there were several theoretical aspects that were 

left only partially explored. As previously mentioned, when varied independently, the change in 

signal as a function of dephasing appeared to follow a rate law similar to first order reaction 

kinetics, as well as an unknown rate law for multiply varied dephasing. Although postulated, 

these kinetic relationships were never explored quantitatively, largely due to the extensive 

simulation time and analysis required for conducting scans of dephasing times. Quantitatively 

determining these relationships would be theoretically interesting and may offer further insight 

into the physical processes occurring in TR-2PPE that are associated with dephasing. 

 A second possible theoretical study could examine more complex analysis procedures. 

Exponential fitting was chosen for this study due to the high throughput afforded to it due to its 

simplicity, but more complex analyses such as deconvolution or more accurate fitting equations 

may be used. In particular, examination of the first and second harmonic signals (shown in 

Figure 4) could provide more detailed information of !!!" and !!!" through the first harmonic and 

!!!" through the second harmonic. When a bandpass FFT-filter is applied, these harmonics may 

be isolated. 
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Figure 18 – Left: Raw data from TR-2PPE experiment after applying a bandpass FFT-filter to 
isolate the first and second harmonics of the excitation frequency in the signal. Right: First and 
second harmonic signal normalized to have the same intensity at ! = 0. 

 

 Examining the shape of the decay patterns in the Figure 18 when the signals are 

normalized to have the same intensity, it is clear that the two undergo different decay processes, 

and this may be useful for extracting values of !!!", !!!", and !!!" from experimental 

measurements. 
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VII. Appendices 

Appendix A – OBE Simulation Guide 

Introduction 

 This program can be used to simulate the autocorrelations that would be measured during 
a time-resolved two-photon photoemission experiment using the optical bloch equations. The 
current programs were written by Harrison Frisk, and are based on code provided by Martin 
Wiesendanger and worked on by Rebecca Veach. There are two different versions of the 
program, one that includes simulations of polarity, and one that does not.  

Deciding which version of the program to use 

 The only important factor in deciding which version program to use is whether you’re 
interested in simulating polarization experiments. The polarization program should not be used 
for general simulations, as it takes around 10-100 times longer to run than the normal program. If 
a normal simulation takes 30-60 minutes, a polarization dependent simulation of the same system 
might take 5-10 hours. Don’t run the polarization program unless you really need to. 

Making an input file 

 The program reads in your experimental parameters from an input file. The input file is a 
plain text file containing 15-20 numerical values (depending on the version run), and these 
values are separated using the return/enter key. An example of an input file for a polarization 
dependent simulation is shown in Appendix B. An input file for the regular (non-polarization) 
program would just omit the final 5 values listed in the example. Be sure to find the full filename 
and path of the input file, as you will need it to run the program. 

Running the program 

 Once compiled, the program can be run. Once started, it will print a series of questions to 
the io to determine the number of different simulations to be run and their input files. The first 
output will be: 

Welcome to the LabMonti Two-color Autocorrelation Program. 
Please enter the number of different calculations you 

would like to perform:   

The program can be set to read in a large number of input files and then run them consecutively 
if you’d like to run many overnight or over the weekend without having to start the program in 
between each run. Enter the number of simulations you’d like to run and press enter. The 
program will then ask for the file paths for the input file and the desired name of the output file 
for each simulation: 

For run 1 please input the following parameters:  
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The name of the input file, including the 
extension .txt (e.g. 
/Users/yourname/Desktop/foldername/filename.txt):  

The desired name of the output file, excluding the 
extension .txt (e.g. 
/Users/yourname/Desktop/foldername/filename):  

Note that the file extension .txt is included in the name of the input file, but should not be 
included in the name of the output file. Once you’ve entered all of the file paths, the program 
will start running. As it runs, it will output the current completion percentage to the io so you can 
have some idea of the simulations progression. Once the simulation is complete, the program 
will save an output file of the normalized data, and a file containing the input parameters. Both 
files will have the name you input, but will be appended with _normoutput.txt or _parameters.txt. 

Data work-up 

 The normalized output data can be analyzed using OriginPlot. The three data columns in 
each output file are the time (x-axis), rho22 (intermediate state population), and rho33 (final state 
population). Generally, we are not interested in rho22, so these can often be deleted in OriginPlot. 
The rho33 data should be FFT-filtered to remove the carrier frequency of the simulated light 
pulses. Using the FFT filtering menu, the low-pass frequency can be selected by examining the 
power spectrum of the data: there are generally two main peaks, and the frequency cutoff should 
be selected to the left of the leftmost peak. You’ll be able to tell when an appropriate frequency 
has been selected as the resulting output should be a smooth curve. 

Common Problems 

1. Input file not working 
a. Check to make sure that the input file is a plain text file (.txt) rather than a rich 

text format file (.rtf). 
b. If the file extension is .txt and the file is still not working, try making it again with 

a different text editor, and make sure the values are separated by the enter/return 
key. 

2. Uneven/crooked baseline of output autocorrelation 
a. This is usually caused by a low calculation range. Increase the calculation range 

by 25% or more and it should improve 
3. Most other problems can be solved by extending the calculation range. 

 

Appendix B – Example Input File 

Example Input File for Two Color (No Polarization) Simulation. (No text in real ones, just 
numbers separated by the return key)  
 
Wavelength of first pulse, in nm: 400 
Wavelength of second pulse, in nm: 400 
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FWHM of first pulse: 50 
FWHM of second pulse: 50 
g12 (i.e. 1/20 fs): 0.050000000000 
g13 (i.e. 1/20 fs): 0.050000000000 
g22 (i.e. 1/50 fs): 0.020000000000 
g23 (i.e. 1/1 fs): 1.000000000000 
g33 (keep this long, i.e. 1/200 or higher): 0.005000000000 
sampling frequency per fs (best kept as prime numbers 13 or higher): 13 
+/- calculation range, in fs (i.e. from -600 to +600 fs): 600 
Amplitude of first pulse: 1 
Amplitude of second pulse: 1 
Wavelength used to calculate energy levels (2 photons of this energy = energy of final state, 
detunings calculated as displacing intermediate state): 400 
Detuning in eV (raises energy of intermediate state by this much): 0.0 
 
 
The real input file for the above parameters would look like this: 
400 
400 
50 
50 
0.050000000000 
0.050000000000 
0.020000000000 
1.000000000000 
0.005000000000 
13 
600 
1 
1 
400 
0.0 
 

Appendix C - Source Code 

#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <string> 
#include <sstream> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stddef.h> 
#include <vector> 
#include <cmath> 
 
using namespace std; 
//Physical Constants 
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const double PI = 3.14159263589793238512808959406186204433; 
const double hbar = 0.658211928; //eV*s 
const double wltoeV = 1240.82397; //(hc/e)*1e-9 (conversion factor) 
//inverse lifetime shortcuts 
const double t1=1.000000000000; 
const double t2=0.500000000000; 
const double t3=0.333333333333; 
const double t5=0.200000000000; 
const double t10=0.100000000000; 
const double t20=0.050000000000; 
const double t30=0.033333333333; 
const double t40=0.025000000000; 
const double t50=0.020000000000; 
const double t60=0.016666666667; 
const double t70=0.014285714286; 
const double t80=0.012500000000; 
const double t90=0.011111111111; 
const double t100=0.010000000000; 
const double t110=0.009090909091; 
const double t120=0.008333333333; 
const double t130=0.007692307692; 
const double t140=0.007142857143; 
const double t145=0.006896551724; 
const double t150=0.006666666667; 
const double t155=0.006451612903; 
const double t160=0.006250000000; 
const double t165=0.006060606061; 
const double t170=0.005882352941; 
const double t180=0.005555555556; 
const double t190=0.005263157895; 
const double t200=0.005000000000; 
 
vector<double> pulse_E, pulse_times, rho33, rho22; 
int z; 
double percentage; 
 
//number of runs 
int runs; 
vector<int> points; 
 
//RUN PARAMETERS: 
 
//name of output file 
string outfile[100]; //name of output file folder 
string infile[100]; 
string parameters[100]; 
string unnormoutfile[100]; 
//time step 
vector<double> tempvar; //number of calculations per femtosecond 
vector<double> timestep; //time between each calculation in femtoseconds 
//wavelengths and amplitudes 
vector<double> wl1; //wavelength in nm of first laser pulse 
vector<double> wl2; //wavelength in nm of second laser pulse 
vector<double> A1; //relative amplitude of pump pulse 
vector<double> A2; //relative amplitude of probe pulse 
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//FWHMs 
vector<double> FWHM1; //full width half max of first laser pulse 
vector<double> FWHM2; //full width half max of second laser pulse 
//gvalues 
vector<double> g12, g13, g22, g23, g33; //vectors containing g11, g12, etc. 
values 
vector<double> level, detuning; //level sets the energy levels of transitions 
(i.e. puts vacuum level at 2x the pulse energy), detuning sets the detuning 
in eV (set to 1.4 in program from Martin Wiesendanger) 
//time interval 
vector<double> t; //time range over which all calculations are performed (e.g. 
-1000 to 1000 fs) 
//electric field variables 
vector<double> w21, w31, w32, deltat; 
vector<double> pol1;//polarization of first pulse, can be either zero or one 
vector<double> pol2;//polarization of second pulse, can be either zero or one 
vector<double> trans12;//transition dipole of 1-2 transition 
vector<double> trans13;//transition dipole of 1-3 transition 
vector<double> trans23;//transition dipole of 2-3 transition 
int timebuffer; 
 
//functions which produce the two electric fields with different wavelengths 
or FWHMs, etc. 
double E1(double x){ 
    double time = x; 
    double e_val; 
    e_val = A1.at(z)*((0.00012/PI)*(2.0/((exp((2*time)/FWHM1.at(z))+(exp((-
2*time)/FWHM1.at(z))))))*cos((2*PI*time)*((1240.82397/wl1.at(z))/4.135667))); 
    return e_val; 
} 
 
double E2(double x){ 
    double time = x; 
    double e_val; 
    e_val = A2.at(z)*((0.00012/PI)*(2.0/((exp((2*time)/FWHM2.at(z))+(exp((-
2*time)/FWHM2.at(z))))))*cos((2*PI*time)*((1240.82397/wl1.at(z))/4.135667))); 
    return e_val; 
} 
 
//returns 1 if both "vectors" are the same, returns zero if different (not 
actually vectors, just two possible polarization orientations orthogonal to 
each other) 
/*double dotproduct(double vect1, double vect2){ 
    double doublevar; 
    if(vect1==vect2){ 
        doublevar = 1; 
        return doublevar; 
    } 
    else{ 
        doublevar = 0; 
        return doublevar; 
    } 
}*/ 
 
//computes transition dipole dot electric field dipole 
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/*double Inte(double transd, double pulsep1, double pulsep2, double time, 
double tdelay){ 
    double intensity; 
    intensity = (dotproduct(transd, pulsep1)*E1(time))+(dotproduct(transd, 
pulsep2)*E2(time-tdelay)); 
    return intensity; 
}*/ 
 
void derivs(double x, int l, double *y, double *dydx) 
{ 
    double Inte;//Int1,Int2; 
    Inte = 0.5*(E1(x)+E2(x+l)); 
     
 //L.v.N. 
 double xdelay = (l*deltat.at(z))-t.at(z); 
    Inte = 0.5*(E1(x)+E2(x+xdelay)); 
 //L.v.N. 
 dydx[1] = -Inte*y[4] - w21.at(z)*y[2] - g12.at(z)*y[1]; 
 dydx[2] = Inte*(-y[8] + y[7] + y[3]) + w21.at(z)*y[1] - g12.at(z)*y[2]; 
     
 dydx[3] = Inte*(y[6] - y[2]) - w31.at(z)*y[4] - g13.at(z)*y[3]; 
 dydx[4] = Inte*(-y[5] + y[1]) + w31.at(z)*y[3] - g13.at(z)*y[4]; 
     
 dydx[5] = Inte*y[4] - w32.at(z)*y[6] - g23.at(z)*y[5]; 
 dydx[6] = Inte*(-y[9] + y[8] - y[3]) + w32.at(z)*y[5] - g23.at(z)*y[6]; 
     
 dydx[7] = -2.0*Inte*y[2] + g22.at(z)*y[8]; 
 dydx[8] = 2.0*Inte*(y[2] - y[6]) - g22.at(z)*y[8]; 
 dydx[9] = 2.0*Inte*y[6] - g33.at(z)*y[9]; 
} 
 
//rk4 
void rk4(double *y, double *dydx,double x, int l, double *yout) 
{ 
 double dym[10],dyt[10],yt[10]; 
 for(int i=1;i<=9;i++) 
 { 
  yt[i] = y[i]+deltat.at(z)*0.5*dydx[i]; 
 } 
 derivs(x + 0.5 * deltat.at(z),l,yt,dyt); 
 for(int i=1;i<=9;i++) 
 { 
  yt[i] = y[i]+deltat.at(z)*0.5*dyt[i]; 
 } 
 derivs(x + 0.5 * deltat.at(z),l,yt,dym); 
 for(int i=1;i<=9;i++) 
 { 
  yt[i] = y[i]+deltat.at(z)*dym[i]; 
  dym[i] = dyt[i]+dym[i]; 
 } 
 derivs(x + deltat.at(z),l,yt,dyt); 
 for(int i=1;i<=9;i++) 
 { 
  yout[i] = y[i]+(deltat.at(z)/6.0)*(dydx[i]+dyt[i]+2.0*dym[i]); 
 } 
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} 
 
//control function calling derivs and rk4 
double bloch() 
{ 
 double rho[10]; 
 double drho[10],yout[10]; 
 int l; 
 
 for(l=1;l <= points.at(z);l++) 
 { 
  rho33.push_back(0.0); 
  rho33.at(l - 1) = 0.0; 
  rho22.push_back(0.0); 
  rho22.at(l - 1) = 0.0; 
 
 rho[1]=0;rho[2]=0;rho[3]=0;rho[4]=0;rho[5]=0;rho[6]=0;rho[7]=1;rho[8]=0;r
ho[9]=0; 
  derivs(-t.at(z),l,rho,drho); 
  for(int j = 1;j <= 2*(points.at(z)-1);j++) 
  { 
   rk4(rho,drho,(j * deltat.at(z)-t.at(z)-timebuffer),l,yout); 
   for(int k = 1;k <= 9;k++) 
   { 
    rho[k] = yout[k]; 
   } 
   derivs(j * deltat.at(z)-t.at(z)-timebuffer,l,rho,drho); 
   rho22.at(l - 1) += rho[8]; 
   rho33.at(l - 1) += rho[9]; 
  } 
        //spits out completion percentage of current run to io 
        cout << (l/percentage)*100 << "%" << "\n" << flush; 
  } 
 cout << "Finished l loop!"; 
    return 0; 
} 
 
int main(){ 
    int n=0; 
    int invar=0; 
    string parametersfile; 
     
    cout << "Welcome to the LabMonti Two-color Autocorrelation 
Program.\nPlease enter the number of different calculations you would like to 
perform: "; 
    cin >> runs; 
     
    //read in parameters for each of multiple runs through user io 
    for(invar=0;invar<runs;invar++){ 
         tempvar.push_back(0.0); 
         timestep.push_back(0.0); 
         wl1.push_back(0.0); 
         wl2.push_back(0.0); 
         FWHM1.push_back(0.0); 
         FWHM2.push_back(0.0); 
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         A1.push_back(0.0); 
         A2.push_back(0.0); 
         g12.push_back(0.0); 
         g13.push_back(0.0); 
         g22.push_back(0.0); 
         g23.push_back(0.0); 
         g33.push_back(0.0); 
         t.push_back(0.0); 
         w21.push_back(0.0); 
         w31.push_back(0.0); 
         w32.push_back(0.0); 
         deltat.push_back(0.0); 
         points.push_back(0.0); 
         level.push_back(0.0); 
         detuning.push_back(0.0); 
         /*pol1.push_back(0.0); 
         pol2.push_back(0.0); 
         trans12.push_back(0.0); 
         trans13.push_back(0.0); 
         trans23.push_back(0.0);*/ 
         
        //gets input and output file names through io 
        cout << "\n \n For run " << invar+1 << " please input the following 
parameters: \n"; 
        parametersfile = "/Users/harrisonfrisk/Desktop/input.txt"; 
        cout << "     The name of the input file, including the 
extension .txt (e.g. /Users/yourname/Desktop/foldername/filename.txt): "; cin 
>> parametersfile; //cout << "\n"; 
        cout << "     The desired name of the output file, excluding the 
extension .txt (e.g. /Users/yourname/Desktop/foldername/filename): "; cin >> 
outfile[invar]; //cout << "\n"; 
 
        //opens input file and reads in parameters 
        fstream myfile( parametersfile.c_str() ); 
         
            myfile >> wl1.at(invar) >> wl2.at(invar) >> FWHM1.at(invar) >> 
FWHM2.at(invar) >> g12.at(invar) >> g13.at(invar) >> g22.at(invar) >> 
g23.at(invar) >> g33.at(invar) >> tempvar.at(invar) >> t.at(invar) >> 
A1.at(invar) >> A2.at(invar) >> level.at(invar) >> detuning.at(invar)/* >> 
pol1.at(invar) >> pol2.at(invar) >> trans12.at(invar) >> trans13.at(invar) >> 
trans23.at(invar)*/; 
            myfile.close(); 
    } 
    //control loop for multiple calculations during single run of program 
    while(n<runs){ 
        z=n; 
         
        //exmaple of how to enter parameters without run file, requires 
recompiling between runs 
        /*if(z==0){ 
            outfile[n]="/Users/harrisonfrisk/Dropbox/Data LabMonti/TR-TPPE AC 
Output/Harrison/Polarization/Testing output/attempted_dipole_fix_flipped"; 
            wl1.at(n)=400; 
            wl2.at(n)=400; 
            FWHM1.at(n)=10; 
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            FWHM2.at(n)=10; 
            g12.at(n)=t1; 
            g13.at(n)=t1; 
            g22.at(n)=t50; 
            g23.at(n)=t1; 
            g33.at(n)=0.005000000000; 
            tempvar.at(n)=13; 
            t.at(n)=200; 
            A1.at(n)=1; 
            A2.at(n)=10; 
            level.at(n)=400; 
            detuning.at(n)=0.0; 
            pol1.at(n)=0; 
            pol2.at(n)=1; 
            trans12.at(n)=0; 
            trans13.at(n)=1; 
            trans23.at(n)=1; 
        }*/ 
         
         
        deltat.at(n) = 1/(tempvar.at(n)); 
        timebuffer = FWHM1.at(n)+FWHM2.at(n); 
        int outputbuffer2 = 15; 
        t.at(n)=t.at(n)+outputbuffer2; 
        int pointscount = ((t.at(n) * tempvar.at(n))*2)+2; //calculates 
number of points that will make up array of time values. this comes from the 
frequency of calculations and range over which calculations are performed. 
        points.at(n) = pointscount; 
        percentage = pointscount; 
         
        //detuning 
        double w = wltoeV/(level.at(n))/hbar; //Pulsenergie vorher:// double 
w = wltoeV/pwl/hquer; --> changed this to the average wavelength (was just 
"pwl" in original program) - for two color runs, it's better to set this to a 
constant value, e.g. 3 eV, otherwise changing the wavelengths won't have any 
effect on the output as energies are scaled with them *****As of 4/4/13 this 
is set constant to be for a 400 nm pulse, to replace, insert: (wl1.at(n) + 
wl2.at(n))/2 where 400 is currently 
        //double w = wltoeV/400/hbar; 
        w21.at(n) = w + (detuning.at(n)/hbar); 
        w32.at(n) = w - (detuning.at(n)/hbar);// f? AC Modus fix 
        w31.at(n) = 2.0 * w; 
         
        bloch(); 
         
        //set baseline of output to zero 
        int i = 0; 
        double sum22 = 0; 
        double sum33 = 0; 
        double rho22max = 0; 
        double rho33max = 0; 
        //calculate average of 25 seconds 
        for(i=(points.at(n)-(25*tempvar.at(n)));i<points.at(n);i++){ 
            sum22 = sum22 + rho22.at(i); 
            sum33 = sum33 + rho33.at(i); 
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        } 
        double baseline22 = sum22/(25*tempvar.at(n)); 
        double baseline33 = sum33/(25*tempvar.at(n)); 
        //subtract baseline from autocorrelation output 
        for(i=1;i<points.at(n);i++){ 
            rho22.at(i) = rho22.at(i) - baseline22; 
            rho33.at(i) = rho33.at(i) - baseline33; 
        } 
         
        string tempname, tempname2; 
        tempname = outfile[n]; 
        tempname2 = outfile[n]; 
         
         
        parameters[n] = tempname.append("_parameters.txt"); 
        //unnormoutfile[n] = tempname2.append("_output.txt"); 
        outfile[n].append("_normoutput.txt"); 
         
        //output of unnormalized results, not normally needed 
        /*ofstream results_output_unnorm; 
        results_output_unnorm.open(unnormoutfile[n].c_str()); 
        results_output_unnorm << scientific << setprecision(8); 
        results_output_unnorm << "time (fs)" << "\t" << "rho22" << "\t" << 
"rho33" << "\n"; 
        for(int i=outputbuffer2;i < points.at(n)-outputbuffer2;i++) 
  { 
   results_output_unnorm << ((i+1) * deltat.at(n))-t.at(n) << "\t" 
<< rho22.at(i) << "\t"  << rho33.at(i) << "\n"; 
  } 
        results_output_unnorm.close(); 
        */ 
        for(i=1;i<points.at(n);i++){ 
            if(rho22.at(i)>rho22max){ 
                rho22max = rho22.at(i); 
            } 
            if(rho33.at(i)>rho33max){ 
                rho33max = rho33.at(i); 
            } 
        } 
        //normalize output to a maximum of 1 by dividing by the value at 
time=0, which occurs at points.at(n)/2 
        for(i=1;i<points.at(n);i++){ 
            rho22.at(i) = (rho22.at(i)/rho22max); 
            rho33.at(i) = (rho33.at(i)/rho33max); 
        } 
         
        ofstream parameters_output; //declares parameters output file 
variable 
        parameters_output.open(parameters[n].c_str()); //creates or opens 
file with name input by user 
        //parameters_output << default << setprecision(8); 
        parameters_output << "wl1 \t" << wl1.at(n) << "\n" << "wl2 \t" << 
wl2.at(n) << "\n" << "FWHM1 \t" << FWHM1.at(n) << "\n" << "FWHM2 \t" << 
FWHM2.at(n) << "\n" << "A1: " << A1.at(n) << "\n" << "A2: " << A2.at(n) << 
"\n" << "level spacing: " << level.at(n) << "\n" << "calculations per fs: \t" 
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<< tempvar.at(n) << "\n" << "calculation range (+/-) in fs: \t" << t.at(n) << 
"\n"/* << "pol1 \t" << pol1.at(n) << "\n" << "pol2 \t" << pol2.at(n) << "\n" 
<< "trans12 \t" << trans12.at(n) << "\n" << "trans13 \t" << trans13.at(n) << 
"\n" << "trans23 \t" << trans23.at(n) << "\n"*/; //prints run parameters to 
file 
        parameters_output << fixed << setprecision (12); 
        parameters_output << "g12 \t" << g12.at(n) << "\n" << "g13 \t" << 
g13.at(n) << "\n" << "g22 \t" << g22.at(n) << "\n" << "g23 \t" << g23.at(n) 
<< "\n" << "g33 \t" << g33.at(n) << "\n"; //prints run parameters to file 
        parameters_output.close(); //closes parameters output file 
         
        ofstream results_output; 
        results_output.open(outfile[n].c_str()); 
        results_output << scientific << setprecision(8); 
        results_output << "time (fs)" << "\t" << "rho22" << "\t" << "rho33" 
<< "\n"; 
        for(int i=outputbuffer2;i < points.at(n)-outputbuffer2;i++) 
  { 
   results_output << ((i+1) * deltat.at(n))-t.at(n) << "\t" << 
rho22.at(i) << "\t"  << rho33.at(i) << "\n"; 
  } 
        results_output.close(); 
         
        rho22.clear(); 
        rho33.clear(); 
         
        n=n+1; //steps to next iteration of calculations and parameters 
    } 
} 

 


